
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
GANDHINAGAR 

“It is easier to follow the leader than to lead the follower.”
To provide suitable platform to the students so that they stay fully 
motivated and highly focused, hence grow holistically and excel in 
different walks of life. To create such situations and introduce such 
measures that the students grow into more confident, responsible and 
vibrant Global Citizens.

Our MISSION

“Education's purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one.”
 To transform the school into a ‘Global Centre of Excellence’ in true spirits 
where the students and teachers of different nationalities and regions 
gain and obtain best possible experience and exposure in terms of 
various kinds of learning through most effective tools, techniques and  
interventions so that the true scope and depth of education can be fully 
gauged and optimally utilized.    

Our VISION

While providing education, our sole mission is to create
a place where education translates into never-ending 
curiosity, zeal of learning & values of teamwork.

““



Academic Programme :
DPS is a CBSE K-12 co-ed school and medium of instruction is English. Students also learn Hindi, Sanskrit and a foreign 
language French. The curriculum is designed with emphasis on exposure to eminent personalities, outside learning 
through field trips, Co-curricular Activities & Extra Curricular Activities, Personality development & Community services 
is the hallmark of DPSG for holistic development in students.

MESSAGE FROM PRO-VICE CHAIRMAN

It is our privilege, and a huge responsibility I must add, that we as educators 
and you as parents shoulder- that of educating the young minds and souls. 

Perhaps the greatest of all pedagogical fallacies is the notion that a person 
learns only that particular thing he/she is studying at that time. Collateral 
learning is the formation of enduring attitudes, the ability to differentiate 
between good and evil may be and is often as important as the maths lesson 
that is learnt!  For these attitudes are fundamentally what count in the future.

RAMESH GOENKA  |  Pro-Vice Chairman, DPS Gandhinagar

MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL

“Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible- the 
foundation for all success in life.” The parents as first teachers and the teachers 
as second parents therefore are engaged earnestly in the all-round 
development of the young population in Delhi Public School Gandhinagar. All 
the activities at the school therefore are designed to sensitise the students 
towards values, physical fitness, spiritual training and academics.

We, at DPSG strive to enable our pupils to adapt themselves to the changing 
trends of the progressive world while being steady in holding on to the 
cultural fabric of the nation. 

ATANU RATH  |  Principal, DPS Gandhinagar



The Faculty :
When your child's teacher is his best friend, his team mate and a child 
at heart, he looks forward to going school every day. Teachers 
stimulate the children to think for themselves, ask questions and fine 
tine their skills. They are the mentors, friend and philosopher to 
students. Workshops are held regularly to empower and upgrade 
teachers with latest trend and methodologies in pedagogy.

Education is a social process. Education is growth. 
Education is not a preparation for life; 
education is life itself.                              # John Dewey

““

InfirmaryLibraryDigital classroom 

Laboratories (Physics / Chemistry / Biology / Mathematics / Computer) :

Sports & Games :
DPSG has a well-furnished Sports Infra to develop Competitive / Sportsman Spirit & camaraderie. We ensure Games 
and sports are an integral part of a student's life to keep their fitness level high.



DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL GANDHINAGAR 
Ambapur, Koba-Adalaj Link Road, Near Koba Circle. Gandhinagar -382421. 

Telephone : 079-35038333/34 - 079-23276126, 079-23276587/557 - 079-35038335
Fax : 079-23276557  •  Email : info@dps-gandhinagar.com  |  Website : dps-gandhinagar.com
Follow us : facebook.com/dpsgnr

Admission Procedure & Payment of Fees
Fee structure is available at Accounts department and will be shared after Admission is confirmed.

Age Criteria (as on 31/3/2021)

DPS Toppers - 2019-20

Transport Facility

Remedial & Enrichment Classes :
Personalized teaching-learning for slow learners to clarify 
their concepts and enthusing them to upgrade their skills 
is corner stone of DPSG. High achievers are given extra 
assignments to further hone their skills.

Counselling :
DPSG has trained & experienced Counsellors and Special 
Educators for Dyslexic, Autistic & ADHD cases. 

Saaransh Foundation :

It is a special school, one of a kind in Gujarat for children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorder and other learning 
disabilities. Saaransh Foundation provides customized 
Special Education, co-scholastic education, pre-
vocational and vocational training, Occupational, Physio, 
Speech, Applied behaviour therapies and medical 
consultations all under one roof. In order to provide 
inclusive educational environment to all the children, 
it functions from the campus of DPS Gandhinagar.

Renowned all-rounder Indian cricketer Irfan Khan Pathan 
is the brand ambassador of 'Saaransh Foundation'.

(Under the aegis of Bholaram Education Society)

Safety & Security : Utmost care and preventive measures are in place for a safe & secured environment for 
students and staff. 13 acres Campus is under CCTV surveillance and is closely monitored. 
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